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Welcome
Growing a business is hard, mama. The fact that any of us hang with
the process is usually because we feel called by the Lord.
I've watched so many women do difficult things like building out a
website or going live in Facebook. They really stretch themselves.
But if a few key things are missing, their offer falls flat.
They work and work but the sales don't really come it. And this is
maddening because they're doing so much.
This workbook is designed to help you find the holes in your business
that are keeping you from peace. To see where you don't have strong
conviction, crystal clear clarity, or the willingness to be creative.
I'm not going to promise more sales. Some of you will pray and will be
called to a season of maintenance or contraction. This is still a huge
win! Knowing what the Lord wants, feels like peace.
Our deepest desire is to walk closely with the Lord and do what He
wants us to do in business. This workbook's mission is to lead you to
His plan.
Blessings,
Sterling Jaquith
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ONE

CONVICTION
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THE HOLY SPIRIT IS YOUR

Coach

The only reason to be in business is because God asks you to. If He
has placed this business on your heart, He will absolutely give you the
grace and resources to make it happen.
Whenever you find yourself feeling stressed, panicked, scared or lost,
the first place to turn is ALWAYS to God.
I recommend having a special journal where you ask God questions
and write down what you hear. Then you can easily reference this in
the future when you lack peace.
You should be asking the Holy Spirit for His gifts, often. They are
always available to you but you need to ask for them. They include
the gift of Wisdom, Understanding, Counsel, Fortitude, Knowledge,
Piety and Fear of the Lord.
One of the ways we know we're walking closely with the Lord is that
we exhibit the fruits of the Holy Spirit which include love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol.
On the following page are some questions to help you get clarity in
your mission, in what God is calling you to do.
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HOLDING YOU

Back

Most of you are here because you want something different. There is
something unsatisfying to you about how you're doing business. You
feel stuck or frustrated. You feel not good enough. You feel like you're
the wrong person to be doing this and it's never going to work.
So the first thing you're going to do is talk to the Lord about it. Trust
that He loves you and He has a plan for you. Don't start writing until
you really believe He is a good and loving Father who wants to see
your dreams fulfilled.
Lord, what is holding me back from building this business?
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YOUR BUSINESS

Calling

Here are some questions you can ask the Holy Spirit:
Lord, what group of people are you calling me to help?

How can I help them, Lord?

How many hours a week are you calling me to work, Lord?

What talents have you given me, Lord?

Lord, what project do you want me to focus on?

Lord, what message are you asking me to spread?

How can I put more of YOU in my business, Lord?
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MANAGING YOUR

State

State refers to your emotional and physical state. It has to do with
what you're thinking, feeling, and what your body is doing.
When you are telling yourself a negative story like, "I have no idea
what I'm doing. I'm not cut out for this. I'll never figure this out,"
you're going to feel feelings like shame, failure, guilt, and
embarrassment.
When you feel those feelings, your body will be hunched over, you'll
feel tightness in your chest if you feel anxious, or you'll feel a heavy
weight all over you if you feel depressed.
Working from this Stress State is bad. You will be scattered and
inefficient. You won't be a good problem solver. And most likely, you
won't be open to hearing the voice of the Lord.
It's as if you un-yoked yourself and said, "Don't worry about it God, I'll
figure this out on my own."
Of course, you feel stressed!
Your job is to recognize as quickly as possible when you are in a stress
state so you can get back in a sainthood state.
A sainthood state is when we remember our calling, we put our trust
back in the Lord, and we actually feel peace and calm come over us. It
feels serene and loving. Once you can move back into that state, then
you get to work!
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SAINTHOOD

State

Need some inspiration for encountering the Lord and getting back to
a sainthood state? Here are some ideas!
First, get up and move! Get some blood flowing through your body
with 10 quick jumping jacks! If you can get fresh air on your face for
30 seconds, that helps too!
- Adoration, Confession, Daily Mass
- Rosary, Divine Mercy Chaplet
- Novena
- Read your Bible
- Read the Daily Readings
- Listen to something on the Hallow app
- Read a spiritual book (Story of a Soul, Lift Up Your Heart, Life is
Messy, Searching for and Maintaining Peace.)
- Sit in silence for 5 minutes
- Light a candle
- Clean your office and talk to God while you're doing it
- Do a yucky chore and offer it up for clarity (scrub the shower, clean
out the junk drawer, vacuum your car, etc.)
- Write a letter to Jesus expressing gratitude for your life.
- Take a walk
- Listen to some inspirational music (Gospel, gregorian chant, Britt
Nicole, Matt Maher, etc.)
- Adult coloring (There's a beautiful one using the Psalms.)
- Pray for other Catholic businesses
- Pray for the conversion of sinners and non-believers
- Reach out to another Catholic business owner for support
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KNOWING THE

Season

Most business programs assume you want to grow your business. But
as Catholic moms, we know that our primary vocation is to be a wife
and a mother and that means sometimes, our business is not in a
growth season. This is a decision we make with the Lord.
Understanding your season is like a filter that you see your business
through. For example, if sales are slowing down but you're in a season
of contraction, you'll think that's a good thing. Understanding your
season helps you assess your business more accurately.
Contraction
This is a pruning season. You are cutting back on offers or closing
your business altogether. Have an end goal in mind. If you are closing
your business, map out an honorable way to do it. If you are simply
making it smaller to make room for something else in your life, create
a check-in point in the future when you will assess whether it's time
to move out of the season.
Maintenance
This season is when we're still running the business but we're not
actively trying to grow it. You may be slowing down growth so you
can focus on putting systems in place. You may be discerning the
next move to make with your business. So it really is business as usual
without a lot of changes.
Growth
This is the most common phase of business when you're trying to get
more leads and produce more sales. You're trying to grow your email
list and sell more of what you offer.
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TWO

CLARITY
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WHY DO YOU WANT

Money?

No one wants money. We all want what money can buy. And really...
we want the feeling we think we'll have when we buy whatever it is
we want to buy.
Here are some things my clients want to use their money for:
- Paying off credit card debt or student loans.
- Retiring their husband.
- Buying a nicer house or car.
- Hiring a nanny/au pair to help with the kids.
- Hiring a house cleaner, tutor, gardener
- Ordering a meal service
- Buying investment properties
- Sending kids to private Catholic school
- Saving for college
- Taking the family on a vacation
I share openly that my short-term plans are to buy houses next to me
for the grandparents and my dream is to buy property to bring an
order of nuns to Sandpoint so the youth here can be blessed to know
them.
Your dreams come from God. You can feel your dreams inside of you
as the Holy Spirit tries to tell you what you were made for. Really sit
down prayerfully and listen. If God has placed a dream on your heart,
He will give you everything you need to make it happen. So if you
have a crazy idea to move to Alaska and start a reindeer farm... you go
for it, mama!
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DESIGNING YOUR

Business

Whether you're just starting out in business or you've been in
business for a while, it's important to be very clear about whom you
serve, what offer you are serving them, and if you can make the
income you want with this business. This is not a linear process.
Choose a niche...
Design an offer...
Do the math....
And then you may go back and tweak the niche, the offer, or the
math until they all add up to a business that will be simple and
profitable.

NICHE

MATH

OFFER
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CUT THROUGH

The Noise

You know you have a great offer when you describe it to someone
and they say, "I know a person who needs that!"
The higher the price point of your offer, the higher the pain has to be
that your potential customer is in... in order for them to say yes.
Most women are not paying $2,000 for a coach to help them
"improve their self-confidence." There had to be a painful moment.
Not being brave enough to do things like attending a mom's group.
Realizing she lets her husband walk all over her. Missing out on the
perfect job opportunity because she was too afraid to apply.
Now that's a better niche: I help women who just missed an amazing
job opportunity because they weren't brave enough to apply. Now
that cuts through the noise.
Examples:
Coaching Catholic moms who have three kids under the age of three.
Coaching a mom who just found her teenage son looking at porn.
Selling unbreakable rosaries for men with rugged jobs.
Helping single Catholics in their 30's meet their spouse.
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DO THE

Math

You have an idea of your target market and the offer you're going to
make them. Now it's time to do some math.
How much money do you want to earn in the next 3 years? Keep in
mind this is revenue, not take-home money which is what you'd pay
yourself.
Then pencil out how many yesses you'd have to get for your offer to
hit your revenue target. Note: This isn't your formal goal. It's just a
quick math exercise to see if your idea is financially viable.
Rest of the year - Revenue Goal:
How many hours per week do you want to work?
How many offers do you need to sell?

Next Year - Revenue Goal:
How many hours per week do you want to work:
How many offers do you need to sell?

Looking at the above numbers, do they seem reasonable to you?
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YOUR FINANCIAL

Goals

Why do you want to make money?

What is your current offer and how much does it cost?

Rest of the Year - Revenue Goal:
How many hours per week do you want to work?
How many offers do you need to sell?
What do you think about that number?

Next Year - Revenue Goal:
How many offers do you need to sell? This can include a new offer.

Year Three - Revenue Goal:
How many offers do you need to sell? This can include a new offer.
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SALES

EMPLOYEES

Just You

$0-4K
monthly

Just You

No Help

You Plus
Husband, childcare,
contractor

$4-10K
monthly

Just You

Some Help

Learning how to
communicate with
assistant/ops. What
to do vs hire out.

Partner or
Assistant/Ops with
Contractors

$100-250k

1-2

GROWING

Small Team with
Contractors

$250-750k

2-3

STABALIZE

Small Team more
in-house work

$750-2M

3-4

SYSTEMS

Bigger Team

$2-5M

5+

SCALING

Catholic Mom Business Phases

TEAM

Using your time
efficiently,
communicating with
your help, consistent
content creation

ONE WOMAN SHOW

STRUGGLES

Finding time to work,
setting up
technology,
learning your craft,
testing marketing

I don't know what I'm
I want to go back to it I'm bad at managing
I can't believe she
This is too hard, I
being just me! Is it
doing, I'm working on
people, I don't feel said that! Get me out
want to quit. I have
the wrong things, I'm
wrong to make even like writing that down, of here. I don't want
to do so many things I
bad at sales and/or
more money? I work I'm lonely and no one
to do this. This is
don't like doing!
too much.
marketing.
understands me
hard and lonely!

STAGE

THINKING

I feel guilty for taking
time away from my
family, this isn't
working, who do I
think I am to do this?

Better tech and
Clearer vision, better
the
with
Discernment
client experience
communication, make
to
recommitting
Lord,
(e.g. scheduling, on- sure you're delivering
the vision,
boarding,) Improve
what you said you
communicating the
sales and marketing. would to your clients. vision to your team.

Discernment with the Simplify your business,
surrounding yourself
Lord, believing the
systems are worth it, with people who love
and encourage you,
wanting to have a
hire the best mentors.
bigger impact.

More public attacks,
Is this a part-time job Missing the work you
used to do (your
feeling betrayed by
or a full-time job?
Guilt about money. passion work,) writing clients and employees,
down procedures and
feeling even more
Don't know how to
training
isolated
manage a team.

FOCUS ON

Bare bones tech.
Keep prices low to
get clients, deliver,
testimonials, refine
your product/service
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Craft

Marketing

02

Getting as much
experience as you
can with your skill.

01

03

Testing how to
reach and speak
to your market.

03

02

01

Learning to explain what
you do succinctly and in a
compelling way to your
market.

The sweet spot of honing
your craft efficiently in the
time that you have. Get as
many craft hours in!

One Woman Show Balancing Act

Time
Managing
when to work
and what to
work on.

Knowing what marketing
techniques are best for
you to leverage in the time
you have.

This is your work... to continue to come back to these three
things until you make enough money to hire help.
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YOUR BALANCING

Act

How do you need to hone your craft... get better at the thing you
offer?

How do you need to be better at managing your time?

How can you deepen your understanding of what marketing
techniques are best for you to leverage?
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YOUR OUTCOME

Goals

We don't want to sit down at our desk and think, "I have to make
money." That feels vague, confusing, and overwhelming.
First, we want to think about what activities will likely lead to clients
finding you and paying you. Then we want to set goals around those
activities.
Here are some examples:
- 500 Instagram followers or 1,000 views on YouTube
- Putting out 50 podcast episodes
- Coach at least 5 hours per week
- Self-publishing a book
- Creating a free workshop with a killer workbook
- Asking 20 podcast hosts if I can be a guest on their show.
- Posting 3 times a week on Facebook
What activities do you think will help you grow your business? Set
goals that are measurable with a timeline (e.g. I will post 100 posts on
social media in the next four months.)
Outcome Goal:
Due Date:
Outcome Goal:
Due Date:
Outcome Goal:
Due Date:
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THREE

CREATIVITY
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BEING A

Scientist

A good scientist is willing to make a guess, collect data, and then
interpret the data without bias. Even the results are neither good nor
bad, they are simply the results that the data presented.
If the scientist wants a different result, she simply runs another
experiment.
When it comes to your business, you are now a scientist.
You are going to make guesses by creating an offer that you think
your ideal client wants. Then you will go out and offer it. Next, you will
collect data.
Some people will say yes. You want to know why.
Some people will say no. You want to know why.
Your job is to keep running experiments until you find an offer that
converts well to your ideal audience.
What does "convert well" mean? Good question. You get to decide
but most industries see a 2% conversion from their email list and
consider 30-40% conversion from a sales call as a good ratio.
Ultimately you get to decide.
Once your offer is converting well, then you are ready to scale your
business, which is discussed in step five.
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Failure

YOU NOW LOVE

It's true. If you want to be a successful entrepreneur, your new job is
to love failure. You eat failure for breakfast. You now choose to fail.
Failure is the path to success. In fact, it's the only way anyone ever
finds true success.
Entrepreneurship is all about testing new ideas, failing, tweaking
them, and testing them again. Even in successes, like a six-figure
launch, there will be things you failed at.
You're basically Thomas Edison now who said, "I have not failed. I've
just found 10,000 ways that won't work."
The more you are willing to step into the discomfort of trying things
and failing, the faster you will succeed in your business.
Later, you will create an impossible goal for your business and you will
list 25 failures you're willing to experience in order to reach that goal.
It's a super fun (and scary) exercise!
So now that we've established that you're basically a scientist
dedicated to failure, let's talk about how your brain is going to freak
out about that.
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CHOOSE 20

Fails

To help your brain get used to this new idea of loving to fail, write
down 20 things you're willing to try and fail in order to build your
business. You could fail at getting a client to say yes on the phone,
you could fail at doing a Facebook live, you could fail at your first
podcast episode etc.
1.

11.

2.

12.

3.

13.

4.

14.

5.

15.

6.

16.

7.

17.

8.

18.

9.

19.

10.

20.
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YOUR BRAIN HATES

Business

If you find yourself often paralyzed when you sit down to work, this
isn't a YOU problem, it's a human brain problem. Your brain is
programmed to do three primary things that we find in The
Motivational Triad.

Human brains want to avoid risk, be efficient and avoid pain. They
love being comfortable, living in predictable situations, and getting
things done with as little energy as possible.
Entrepreneurship is literally the opposite of all three of those things.
It's very risky, it's extremely painful, and it's really efficient because
we're constantly learning new things that we're not yet good at.

Avoid Risk

The
Motivational
Triad
Be Efficient

Avoid Pain
Risky

The
Entrepreneur
Triad
Inefficient
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Painful

HONE YOUR

Skills

In Cal Newport's book Be So Good They Can't Ignore You, he
recommends that you become a craftsman of your trade. You are not
here to dabble. There are no hobby boggers here.
You are going to become a master at your craft. In order to do that,
you need to make a list of skills you need to acquire. Some skills you
will need to be just good enough at until you can hire them out.
Some skills will be at the core of what you offer and you will want to
schedule time to hone those skills.
I recommend choosing just ONE social media type to hone first.
Here are the list of skills I am honing:
- Life coaching
- Business coaching
- Sales
- Marketing
- Running a Membership
- Podcasting
- Writing books

On the following page, make a list of skills you are going to work on
and create a schedule for when and how often you'll set aside time to
work on these skills.
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SCHEDULE YOUR

Craft

What skills are you going to cultivate and how often will you work on
them? Brainstorm below and then put timeblocks on your calendar!
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FOUR

SUMMARY
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Conviction
What I've heard God tell me:

How I will go from a stress state back to a sainthood state so I can do
the work God is calling me to do:

Clarity
I'm called to help this group of people who have this problem:

I will help them by offering (product/service and price):

I want to make this much money by the end of the year:
Here's how many (packages/products) I'll have to sell:
This is what I plan to do with the money:

I want to make this much money next year:
Here's how many (packages/products) I'll have to sell:
This is what I plan to do with the money:

Outcome Goal:
Due Date:
Outcome Goal:
Due Date:
Outcome Goal:
Due Date:

Creativity
How will I continue to hone my skills?

How can improve the results my clients are getting or help them get
results faster?

How can I better share client testimonials?

What are some things I'm willing to fail at?

Notes
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Notes
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